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the year-long naturalization process,  they find 
that the marriage of convenience becomes 
complicated through love, jealousy and the clash 
of cultural values each must face in following 
their dreams. Amharic with English subtitles.

The Disciple + Q&A  
 20.40 NFT2
Dir: Rodney Charles // UK Premier // 102min // 
2008 // USA // UK
Four trans-cultural friends: Pete, an American 
mid-westerner; Jud, a Black European; and Lisa, 
a first generation Polish-New Yorker, who share 
a house in Los Angeles. together with their 
South African friend Mary, the group is coaxed 
into temporarily escaping the complex lies they 
live and the façade of happiness when Michael, 
Jud’s estranged ex-military cousin, comes to visit 
from London. As they abandon their protective 
façade, however, tenuous boundaries begin to 
fray, secrets are revealed and the friends are 
forced to evaluate volatile personal truths and 
confront their suspicions about the deadly nature 
of Michael’s visit. 
 Screening will be followed by a discussion 
with the Director led by Kwame Kwei-Armah.

Sunday 9th November
INSTITuTE OF CONTEMPOrAry 
ArTS (ICA)

Sisai    
 14.30 Cinema 1
Dir: David Gavro // UK Premier // 56min // 2005 // 
Israel Sapir Academic College
In association with the UK Jewish Film Festival
this award winning documentary follows Sisai, a 
20 something Ethiopian immigrant who is settled 
with his adoptive family, the gavros in Israel. 
His world is rocked with news that his biological 
father has been located, pre-empting a long 
awaited return to Ethiopia. He and his father’s 
reunion offer us a rare emotional glimpse into 
male relationships. Hebrew, Amharic w/English 
Sub. Best Documentary Jerusalem Film Festival. 
Best Documentary FIPA Biarritz.

Movement (R)evolution Africa
 16.00 Cinema 2
Dir: Joan Frosch and Alla Korgan // UK Premier 
// 65min // 2007 // US
Riveting stories of nine African choreographers 
who unveil soul shaking responses to the 
beauty and tragedy of the 21st century through 
dance. 
+
Loxology   
Dir: Khesumaba Jess // 30min // UK
Personal testimonies by lockswearers.

The Disciple

Movement Revolution
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THE 

PATH
piece. the festival and tele-visual success of that 
piece ‘Once Upon A time’ and our consequent 
failure as a company to attract the funds for any 
other of our numerous projects, I contend shaped 
the minds and definitely the spirits of all three of 
us.  

 Rodney however would not let that dampen 
his spirits- in fact it seemed to spur him on.  If 
England couldn’t see it, then maybe America 
would.  And off my kindred spirit went to the land 
of dreams.

I wont bore you with infinite details but 
suffice it to say that after a period of extended 
homelessness, when Rodney began to appear 
in all of the leading fashion magazines, on 
billboards from LA to New York on videos and tV 
shows as both a model and an actor- no mean 
feat being the darkest complexioned brother on 
the block- many perceived that the success he 
had sought had been found, and that another 
‘American dream’ story had been born.  But I 
knew differently- I knew these achievements 
were simply a conduit to where Rodney is now- a 

man that with his own money- 
his own script and his own 
visionary aesthetic style, 
could place before the world 
a narrative that questions as 
well as informs- that challenges not only what 
film making is- but the idea that the artist is simply 
here to merely entertain. 

His film ‘tHE DISCIPLE’ therefore is more 
than a mere movie for me.  It’s a statement that 
hope never dies- that tenacity sometimes wins 
through and that the nights spent in my mother’s 
kitchen now have a manifestation that if received 
correctly will outlive our memories.  So just as it’s 
name implies- I hope ‘tHE DISCIPLE’ will speak 
to the hearts and spirits of all those who believe 
that sometimes the only way to get things done- 
is to do it yourself. Well done Rodney- you have 
thrown out the Poe!
 The Disciple will be screened on Sat 8th Nov 
at the BFI Southbank, followed by discussion 
with the Director Rodney Charles, led by Kwame 
Kwei-Armah.

DISCIPLE TO 
THE   

By kwame kwei-Armah
I remember it as if it were yesterday.  Rodney 
Charles- my brother Paul Morris and I were 
sat in our mother’s kitchen discussing how 
to put the world to rights.  After about five 
hours and many a fried dumpling- (we 
Eastern Caribbean’s call them bakes or 
Johnny cakes actually) we decided that 
the only way to do that was to create 
cinematic narratives, stories that placed 
our agenda, however naïve they may 
have been at the time at it’s core, and 
put those up on the big screen.  

 Inspired by the explosion of African 
American filmmakers hitting the scene 
we started our own small production 
company- trow Out Poe- a play on the 
daily ritual many an enslaved person 
had to complete each morning for 
their masters- the emptying of his 
chamber pot.  And Rodney went 
about the task of writing our first 
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Festival Founder Menelik Shabazz
Festival Director Nadia Denton
Festival Marketeer Nicola Millington
Festival PR Richard Adesheyin
Programmer Nadia Denton
Assistant Programmer Mona Ibrahim
Shorts Awards Co-ordinator 
Morinade Akinbobola
Fundraising Ionie Richards
Festival Administrator Bukola Adebiyi
Designer Danielle Humphrey
Web Maintenance Marvin Welsh
House Manager Beverley Willie
Distribution Manager Marlon Palmer
Web Design E Regeneration
Festival Host Lisa Bent
Fundraising Support tolu Oniru
Dress Designer Chantel Koning

SPECIAL THANKS
Stuart Brown (BFI), David Somerset (BFI), tejinder 
Jouhal (ICA), David Cox (ICA), Catrin Williams 
(ICA), Duncan Smith (ICA), Shirley Wren (City 
Hall), Shirley Morrison (City Hall), terry Adams, 
Kwame Kwei-Armah, Rodney Charles, Armet 
Francis, Jessica green (CIDA), Yemisi Moluolu 
(CIDA), Meriel Watkins (UKFC), Rebekah Polding 
(Film London), tracey Joseph (Film London) Sonia 
Marques (Film London), Fraser James, Kolton Lee, 
Dionne Walker, Ishmahil Blagrove Jnr, Kathryn 
Szrodeki, Pauline Denton, gali gold (UKJFF), Ade 
Rawcliffe (Channel 4), Karen & Paulese (UEL), 
tony Warner  (100 Black Men),, National Portrait 
gallery, Nick Roxan (HNCC), Negede Assefa (Rich 
Mix), tamsin Wright (Shooting People)

fESTIVAL TEAM CREDITS FESTIVAL FuNDErS

FESTIVAL SPONSOrS

PArTICIPATING VENuES

FESTIVAL PArTNErS
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